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04. Who should conduct a workplace investigation,
are there minimum qualifications or criteria that need
to be met?
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In determining who is to conduct a workplace investigation, the main objective is to ensure that the team is
independent or at least that it is perceived as being independent. The key people in the investigation team
can be identified in a pre-established procedure. It is good practice to give decision-makers the possibility
to set up, on a case-by-case basis, the team most appropriate to the situation.
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There are no legal requirements in this regard but it is good practice if the team of investigators or
individuals who deal with the case consists of:

a person who has specific knowledge in a given field (concerning the violation);
a member of the HR team; and
a lawyer (it is recommended to engage an independent, external lawyer who can maintain the
objectivity of the investigation, especially in complex matters or where a conflict of interest arises or
may arise).

It is crucial that the investigators are independent (and they must be allowed to act independently).

Also, certain personal features are useful (eg, the ability to objectively assess a situation, empathy, and
managing skills).
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The examinations can be carried out internally by designated internal employees, by external specialists, or
by a combination thereof. The addition of external advisors is particularly recommended if the allegations
are against an employee of a high hierarchical level[1], if the allegations concerned are quite substantive
and, in any case, where an increased degree of independence is sought.

 

[1] David Rosenthal et al., Praxishandbuch für interne Untersuchungen und eDiscovery, Release 1.01,
Zürich/Bern 2021, p. 18.
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